AT TEFF 2015-2016 River Qualifiers
Entries & Results

No of Entries: 28 21 20 17 26 14 18

Total Number of Entries = 144
Places Available in National Final = 32 (Total Number of Entries [144] divided by Places Available [32] = 4.50. Therefore Allocation = No of Entries in each Qualifier divided by 4.50)
Allocations: 6.22 4.67 4.44 3.78 5.56 3.11 3.46
Allocations (rounded up/down): 6 5 4 4 6 3 4

Overall Results:
Qualifiers in Red
Reserves in Magenta
Pre-Qualifiers in Blue (see below)

1. Howard Croston Harry Fox Martin Dixon Simon Robinson Tony Baldwin
2. Cameron Craig1 Harry Green Phil Dixon Andy Croucher Phil Dixon
3. Adam Sinclair Lee Bartlett Scott Nellins Cameron Craig1 Tom Speak
4. Malcolm Hunt Tony Fox Gilliaum Vermeulen Martin Burgess M Tyndal
5. Lewis Hendrie Mike Heritage Steve Cullen Trevor Hayman Andy Cliffe
6. Andy Ford Cameron Craig1 Chris Richardson Ben Bangham S Clarke
7. Mark Lynch Andrew Green Mark Harrison Tony Baldwin Tom Gatt
8. Andy Deacon John Bowen Mike Dixon Mark Withyma Chris Richardson
9. Tony Baldwin Tony Baldwin Tom Speak Chris White Carl Nixon
10. Julian Erbsloe Hecter Rodriquez Carl Nixon John Bowen Mark Harrison
11. Charles Jardine Jay Curry Tony Baldwin Andy Ford Fred Bainbridge
12. Howard Colmer Clive Collier Andrew Scott Bernie Maher Trevor Hayman
13. Lindsay Simpson Jim Dillon S Clarke Matt Evans Andrew Green
14. Ben Bangham Andrew Smith Sylwester Mantyrewicz Clive Collier (17)= Terry Evans
15. John Bowen Alan Williams P Trafford Andrew Green (17)= Graham Kenneley
16. Mark Withyma John Waters Mark Corden Paul Lee (17)= Andrew Scott
17. Paddy Bangham Gavin Walsh Simon Caddy Gilliaum Vermeulen (17)= Mike Dixon
18. Andrew Green John Sharpe Jonathan Barnes Steve Kenneley
19. Dave Wiltshire Andy Ford Graham Kenneley Mark Withyma
20. Dick Turpin Richard Champeny Fred Bainbridge A McKenna
21. Simon Lucas Gilliaum Vermeulen P Trafford
22. Stephen Caesar
23. Adam Stafford
24. Wesley Boyd
25. Martin Thumbwood
26. Les Cooke
27. John Sharpe
28. Richard Burbridge

NB Pre-Qualifiers:
1. Cameron Craig 24/10/15 - reserve place on 9/11/15 goes to Andrew Green + place on 6/2/16 goes to Martin Burgess
3. Phil Dixon 24/10/15 - place on 13/3/16 goes to Tom Speak
4. Andy Cliffe 13/3/16 - place on 13/3/16 goes to Chris Richardson
5. Tom Gatt 13/3/16 - place on 3/4/16 goes to Ian Greenwood
7. Ian Greenwood 3/4/16 - place on 24/4/16 goes to Stan Moore